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Getting Started
uFXloops is a sample-based Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) with some special capabilities and a
new concept to make composing and playing a song a lot faster and easier for you. The center of its
functionality is the integrated soundboard, an intelligent musical looper and mixer, which keeps
everything in sync and lets you decide how to arrange your song in parts, part variants and slots.
Everything is reusable, rearrangable, remixable. uFXloops does the time-stretching and pitching job
behind the scenes. And uFXloops community provides you with samples, instruments and alreadymade projects for any style, so you can find your personal sounds quite easily.
Let's have a look step by step in the following chapters, it is not very complicated to get a grip. Let's
start with some important social aspects of uFXloops, the Community and the Forum.

ufxmedia
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The Community
uFXloops has an In-App Community with the main features of giving you the possibility to
•
•
•

download and use community samples, instruments and projects to support the sound
design of your compositions.
Use the In-App-Forum and the Web-Forum to discuss with others and share ideas
Upload your own work and earn coins and promotions with it

To be able to use these features best, we strongly advise you after installation, to click on the
community button and register for free. It just takes a minute and will give you additional coins and
further benefits in the future:
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So hit the Start Registration Button and you see this screen, where you can enter your desired
username, a password and your email address. You can use this userlogin later for the web:

As a registered user you will get an activation mail.
Please click on the first link in this mail to activate your user.
You can test the community downloads and the forum even without registration, but registered
users will always be better informed, have lower coin prices for downloads and may benefit from
other features in the future.
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The Forum
The In-App-Forum is used to ask questions, read the latest news, and to exchange experiences. For
every detailed friendly question you will get an answer. Currently the forum has four sections: News,
Help, Tips and Discussion. To reach the forum: click on Community, then click Help Forum on the
upper right.

The forum is also web-enabled and reachable via https://www.ufxloops.com/forum

The Shop and the Coins system
With uFXloops we wanted to create a fair system which rewards active and contributing users. So we
made a simple coins system. Community downloads will cost coins, however we will keep the
average price for samples low, it should always be less than 1 Cent (1 Cent averages 10 Coins). These
coins are rewarded to our contributors. Further we wanted to make uFXloops a free app. All
functions should be accessible without paying for it. However to reach this, uFXloops is ad-enabled,
and offers lower-quality audio for non-premium users.
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If somebody would like to do a lot with uFXloops he can buy a Premium Account.

Advantages for Premium Users:
- All Ads are removed
- All community Samples are FREE
- HQ Audio (44,1Khz instead of 22Khz) for Recording / Playback
- Project Export (backup and share your projects)
- MIDI Export (export all your project patterns as MIDI files)
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To get into the Shop: Hit the Community Button on the Start Screen, then click on 'Visit Shop'. This
will open the Shop Screen, from time to time there are special offers available.

ufxmedia
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Navigation in uFXloops
Your main building blocks in uFXloops are Projects, Samples, and Instruments.
Navigation for these main types in uFXloops is always the same and the list screens for these three
types are especially important as they all offer more or less the same functionality to create new
objects (via the +New button on top of the list) and to edit existing things via a long click on a name.
Further all these object types are 'Playable', they all have a play button to hear the actual sound that
the object produces. For samples, this is obviously the samples' sound itself. For projects and
instruments these are assigned sounds from a live recording, which you can do in the soundboard.
Hit Projects -> get into the list of projects -> click a project -> Enter the SoundBoard, which is the
central and most important screen in uFXloops.
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->

->

Projects List functions
- Login to Community / Enable Community Search / Download Community Projects
- Create a new Project (=new Song, snippet, idea)
- Import a previously exported project from a zip file
Via long-click on a project name:
- Edit Project Name, Description and Grid Size
- Copy a Project
- Export a Project as a zip File (avaible for Premium users)
- MIDI Export
- Assign a sound (mapped to the Play button of the project)
- Delete the project
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Hit Samples -> get into the list of samples -> select a sample -> get into the samples editor

->

->

Samples List functions
- Login to Community / Enable Community Search / Download Community Projects
- Searchfield and Button: Narrow down your list by searching
- Filter button: opens the filter view to narrow down on sample type, and hide samples that are used
in projects and/or instruments. Press the Filter button again to hide the view.
- Create New Sample via the +New Button
- Edit a sample via the Edit button
- Play the Sample
(Long-Click is not enabled on the samples list)

ufxmedia
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Hit Instruments -> get into the list of instruments -> select an instrument -> get into the instrument
editor. For melodic instruments, the instrument editor looks a bit different than shown here.

->

->

Instruments List functions
- Select the type of instruments to show, on entry, the type is 'Drums'. This can be switched to
'Percussive' or 'Melodic'.
- Login to Community / Enable Community Search / Download: community search is enabled for the
current type of instrument list, you can then switch the type as needed.
- Searchfield and Button: this is enabled when searching community instruments
- Create New Instrument via the +New button (have the samples already prepared, that you want to
use for the instrument)
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Via long-click on an instrument name:
- Edit the instrument notes (Define which samples are played for which note key)
- Edit the instrument name and description
- Copy the instrument, in case you want to use it as a template for a new instrument
- Assign a sound, which is then played when hitting the play button for the instrument in the list
- Delete the instrument
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Playing and Recording a Demo Project
Once you have selected a demo project from the list, you can start playing it in the Soundboard.
The main controls of the soundboard are exlained in the chapter below.
Main Controls of the Soundboard
The tool/music mode switch
switches between the music mode where you can play,
arrange, record and mix, and the tool mode where a long-click opens a context menu for edit options
even during playback. The tool mode is the default mode in uFXloops. It allows to play and stop the
slot buttons immediately.

The part and bpm edit
the part name.

allows you to change bpm of the part, set it to shuffle mode, edit

The master volume control and volume meter
will let you adjust the "loudness" of
your project (master bus output, to be monitored with the volume meter)

The part button row
lets you switch between and
define new parts. Parts are meant as useful song parts like verses, intro, bridge, chorus.
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The slots and mixer view
lets you switch
between the soundboard with slot buttons and the mixer view with volume, balance and FX controls
for each slot button.

The slot buttons
are the playable components, which can be activated via a click and
edited via a long-click in tool mode, or live-mixed via a long-click in music mode. The have a loop
indicator, always show their number of bars, and a progress indicator bar which is green when
playing and turns red, when the slot loop will end. Further they have a little light indicating whether
they are active or not. And they are highlighted when playing.
The playback controls
serve the main purpose of starting, pausing or stopping your
slots. These are only visible in music mode! Once the soundboard is playing, just activate or
deactivate slots and they will jump in. The delayed stop button (notice the two stop symbols in it) will
stop the soundboard with the end of its longest loop. This can be used for a great-sounding ending
played to the last bar. Also the delay and reverb effects will play then until finished.
The record button
enables recording of a song (a so-called live-recording) or the recording of a
part variant (this will record your slot clicks then). To record a part variant, click an empty part
10

variant first. For a live recording, hit the record button, then choose your slots to play at the
beginning, then press play. During recording, you will see an additional recording volume level
control on top, which you can use to fade out for example.

The part variants including the progress bar
may store your individual slot clicks
for an arbitrary number of bars. They are only visible in music mode! You record them by clicking on
an empty part variant and then pressing the record button, select the start slots, and then pressing
the Play button. You can also delete a part variant by long-clicking it and selecting "delete variant" in
the options menu.

When switching to the Mixer tab, you have the following controls:
The master reverb and master output filters:

here you can switch on/switch off the master reverb. Long click the master reverb button for options
(e.g. room size). The reverb gain must be greater 0% to add reverb to audio! A value of less than 50%
is recommended to avoid distortion.

ufxmedia

Volume / Balance / Chorus/Flanger Mix / Reverb Mix / FX Mix Level for a Slot button:

These bars control relative volume and balance of the slot here (applies to all samples in the slot).
And adjust the send levels for chorus/flanger, reverb and FX. You can further start/stop the slot while
playing. To change the behavior of any of the five FX processors, long-click on either of these buttons
(Chrus, Flngr, FX1, FX2, FX3). There will be an introduction into these FX processors in the next
chapter.
Recording Part Variants
Freestyle playing is a lot of fun, but when you create more slots, you may wish you could sequence a
bit and record your slot clicks. That is why uFXloops offers to record four part variants (A,B,C,D) per
part. You do this by selecting a part variant (please switch to music mode first to enable the playback
controls and variant buttons):
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Now you can just start playing your slots like you would like to have them played, e.g. start with the
drums, then the melodies. When your sequence is finished, press stop. The number of bars for your
sequence is shown in the part variant then:

When a part variant is activated, it is orange. This indicates that currently you are not in freestyle
mode. To deactivate it, just click it.
Playing Part Variants
Just activate a non-empty part variant and hit play. This will loop the part variant now and the
progress indicator of the part variant is showing how long it will play until it is looped from the
beginning again. You can still trigger other slots while the variant is playing, but they are forced to
stop at the beginning of the part variant, if they should not play there according to the recorded slots
in the variant.
To turn off variant play, press the highlighted variant button again. This behaves like pressing a
currently playing looped slot. The variant will still play to its end, but not be started again.
Deleting Part Variants
You can delete and re-record a part variant by long-clicking it and choosing delete variant:
Part Switches
During playback you can switch from one part to another anytime. You will notice that the next part
is blinking at first. uFXloops will always play the current part to its end, and perform a visual part
switch two bars before the current part ends. You can even have an earliert switch (4 bars), when
you active this in the settings via the tool icon on the main screen (see also chapter settings).
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But how does uFXloops know when a part ends? In freestyle mode, the part always ends when the
longest currently played slot would end. In variant mode this would be the end of the variant.
Having part switches combined with variant play mode is a great option. If you are in variant play
mode and switch a part, variant A of the next part is always automatically triggered to continue the
variant play mode. If it shoudn't play variant A, you can still switch to another variant two bars before
the new part starts. For a demonstration of these playing options, you can also watch the lost woods
demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXsadZ-U2HM. It's a good demonstration how you can
play and record a complete song using part variants.
Audio Recording
One of the most important features of uFXloops is the Audio Recording function. You activate audio
recording of your song by clicking record (enable music mode first):

All recorded files can be viewed in directory
/android/data/de.ufxmedia/ufxloops/uFXloops/liveRecordings (or via the "Recordings" Button on the
Entry Screen). These are also the files that can be used to assign a sound to a project or instrument.
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You can use all functions that you can also use without recording, e.g. part switches, variants,
changing mixer settings live. Further you can use the Recording Level Knob for adjustments to the
recording volume output, so you can for example fade in or fade out a recording.

ufxmedia
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Effect Settings
To setup the effects you change to the mixer tab in the soundboard:

uFXloops has six independent FX processors: you can use a master reverb, a chorus processor, a
flanger processor and three delay processors per part.
How the FX chain is processed:
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At first, any chorus/flanger send level is sent to the chorus/flanger processor. This reduces the
remaining send level to reverb, fx (delay) and dry output. So if you e.g. set the Chrus/Flngr Mix to
100%, nothing of the original signal is sent to Reverb and FX. If you still want to send to Reverb and
FX, you can do this directly in the Chorus or Flanger processor. They again have controls to send their
output back to other FX processors.
Next, the FX (Delay) processor is processed. Again, setting the FX mix to 100% means that nothing of
the remaining signal can be sent to the Reverb processor. However, again there is a sendback mix
control in each of the FX processors to send an adjustable amount of their output back to reverb.
Through this configuration it is possible to process a Chorus/Flanger, a Delay and a Reverb chained
for each slot, and to adjust the signal level of the already processed signal to the succeeding
processors in the effect chain.
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Master Reverb
If you enable the master reverb by clicking it (or long-click to edit), you can adjust the room-size, the
feedback and the reverb hicut amount:

For the individual slots, you then decide, which amount to send to the reverb processor. Further you
adjust the reverb gain on the reverb processor itself. This will influence the strength of reverb in the
whole mix:
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Chorus
For the Chorus settings, long-click on one of the Chorus Buttons for any slot (as there is only one
Chorus Processor, all Slots use the same Chorus settings!):
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Flanger
For Flanger settings, long-click on one of the Flanger Buttons (as they is only one Flanger processor,
all slots use the same Flanger settings!):
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The flanger is a cool thing and each of the settings change the sound a lot.
- The flanger feedback describes the strength of repetition of its own signal through time. 50% is a
good initial setting, some original sounds would however need more a less.
- The initial delay influences the sound most. A value of 0 means 0.1ms, and value of 100 means
around 5 milliseconds. The signal will sound "higher" with shorter delays.
- Mod. Speed and Mod. Depth influence the variation of sound. Try to begin with 2.0 bars Mod.
Speed. and slowly increase Mod. Depth until you found a nice flanging sound.
- Stereo spread influences the phase difference between left and right channel.
- Adjustable Reverb Send and FX Send Levels will send the processed flanger sound to Reverb and FX
processors
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Delay
For the FX settings, you can setup the three FX processors by clicking (or long-clicking when you want
to edit) on FX1, FX2, FX3. You can adjust the feedback amount, the delay time and the delay fx to
reverb sendlevel:

With Master Reverb and these individual delay settings for your slots you can dramatically change
the ambience of your songs.

Performance Note: the Master Reverb is consuming a lot of processing time. In case of unacceptable
performance on lower-end devices, please switch the Master Reverb off.

ufxmedia
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Creating your first own project and working with the soundboard
In uFXloops your songs are called 'Projects' to express that you are working on something cool and
new. You can create an audio file of your project - your personal song - any time.
To start, click Projects on the start screen, then click 'New Project':
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Enter a name and optionally enter a description and choose the grid size. The grid size will apply to all
parts of the project. A standard 4*4 size is well suited for mobile phones. It further should be the
maximum grid size for projects that you plan to upload to the community.
After pressing ok, you will see the soundboard:
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Adding your own first Drums Beat
You can start your project like you want, by adding sample loops, beats and melodies, played with
different instruments. Let's start with a beat first. By clicking on an empty slot, you directly navigate
to the slot samples list where you can add a sample or a pattern for the slot. First select +Pattern:

Then Select Drums:

ufxmedia
Now the screen will switch to landscape mode and you can create your first drums pattern:

Press 'Select Instrument' first to select the drumset you want to play your pattern with, then select
Studio Drums or some other drumset you might prefer.
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You might also choose to check the community instruments by logging in, listening to, searching and
downloading it. Once downloaded you have it local and can use it anytime without internet
connection.
Please note that you can also create your own drumset out of samples, this is shown in a later
chapter (Creating instruments).
An example of such a community search is shown here. You can use the search field to narrow down
your search. You see how the instrument is rated by the community, how many downloads it has and
how many coins it would cost. You can hear an example audio extract for that instrument. When you
hit download, a popup will appear and let's you rate the instrument and start the download.
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Once you have selected your instrument by clicking it in the local instrument list, you can start
drawing some notes in the pattern editor. Then press the Play button to listen to your new pattern.

Note: You can not only play 16ths patterns. You can also quantize to 16trds and play triples. Or set
it to 32th and add some 'ghost' notes in velocity 'pp'. You do this with the quantize button shown on
top right in the pattern editor.
Please note: you can combine a pattern with triplets 16th and 32th. But sometimes, dependent on
current quantize setting, you may not be able to see the notes in the pattern. (e.g. when you added
some 32ths and chose a quantize setting of 16th).
Now you can click on 'Cymbals' and ad some additional hihats / crash sounds. Use the velocity
buttons (from pp to ff) to decide how loud a note is played. This is indicated in the pattern editor by
the color of the note. You can also draw accented notes - dependent of the instrument setup there
could be different samples used for accented notes.
To copy a pattern for a section to the next bar, you can use the tool bar on top left:
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Once opened, you can choose copy / paste or clear. So press copy first, then hit bar 2, then press
paste and your pattern is inserted. Please note: you need to do it twice for the drums section and the
cymbals section. You can also slightly change the drums pattern or the cymbals pattern in bar 2 to
make it more interesting. For drums patterns you have up to eight bars.
After you're done, save your pattern and press back on your phone. You do not need to specify a
pattern name, this is optional. You only need to do it, if you want to save your pattern as template
for later reuse in other projects.

Note: uFXloops has already some pre-installed pattern templates for drums and percussion. Click
on the "Load..." button in the pattern editor to see the choices. Some very useful patterns for hihat,
ride and drums, in 8th or 16th combinations can be found there. Most of them are 1-bar patterns,
which you could easily copy and paste and then slightly change.
Via the "Load" Button you can also load MIDI patterns. Please see the separate MIDI chapter how
this is done.
You should be on the Slot Samples Screen again:
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This screen has a lot of functionality:
- you can already play your slot right here.
- you can solo your pattern when coming from the soundboard in live mode and only want to hear
this slot
- you can edit loop behavior, volume and balance for each slot sample
- you can edit the pattern again and for example exchange the instrument
- you can edit FX settings (EQ, Bit Crusher, Distorter) for the pattern or sample
- you can mute any slot sample with the loudspeaker icon
Some other important functions are available when you long-click the list entry:
- you can then also Edit the associated instrument, e.g. to exchange a sample or adjust volume
settings for the instrument notes
- you can duplicate a slot sample (e.g. for an unisono with different instruments)
- you can delete the slot sample again
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Adding a Percussion Pattern
Again in the Slot Sample List for the slot, click the '+ Pattern' button and Select 'Percussion'. Then
select Demo Percussion as the instrument in the pattern editor and draw a simple percussion pattern
(1-bar)
When done, save it and press back (the back key of your mobile device).
Now you have a slot with a drums and a percussion pattern. Both patterns will be played
simultaneously when the slot plays. The default is: the 1-bar pattern will fill up the 2 slot bars, just by
repeating itself.
You may later choose to change this loop behavior or to create one-shot-slots with the sequence
checkbox enabled. This would be only one sample in slot at one time then.
With the arrows you can sort your samples in slot.
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Now let's turn the relative volume level of the drums a bit up. With uFXloops 2 you can do this
directly in the list, that's a cool new feature. In older versions you had to click the list entry first.
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Adding a Melody
You get back into the Soundboard by hitting back on the Slot Samples list. Back there, click on an
empty slot in row 2:
In the Slot Samples List, you can now choose +Pattern, select Melodic, and you will get into the
melodic pattern editor which looks a bit different:

Select a Melodic Instrument. You can also use the community again where hundreds of melodic
instruments are waiting to be downloaded.
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Then draw a two bars melody (you see a very simple one in this example), and listen to it by hitting
play. Please note that there are very important features for the melodic pattern editor:
•
•
•
•
•
•

you can put the melody a number of octaves up or down.
you can switch through the bars by hitting the arrow buttons.
you can scroll the piano roll.
you draw notes by dragging them.
you can enable solo mode which means that only one note can be played at a time. The
advantage is: you can then pitchbend notes by overlapping them and produce great effects.
you can enable sustained mode, so your drawn notelength is disregarded and the sample is
played to its end.

When done, save your pattern, and hit back and again back on the slot samples list.
You can now edit (and optionally colorize) your slots in the soundboard.
Long-click on a filled slot button and choose 'Edit Slot'. The rack name is the name of the "line of
slots", it will be looped by default (not a one shot) and not sequenced. Sequenced slots would be
their contained slot samples one after the other whilst unsequenced slots play them all together at
once.
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Now it should look like that:
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Adding some FX samples
The same way we added drums, percussion and melodic patterns, also simple samples and sample
loops can be added to slots.
Just click on another empty slot to do so:
And now we add a Sample:

You will get a sample selection screen with filter and search possibilities. This will show the local
samples that you already have.
As this list might become large, you can use the filter option to hide all instrument and project
samples.
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Further 'Search Community' (there may a login button or a more sounds button first) enables the
community search, where thousands of FX, Voice, Drums, Melodic samples are waiting to be
downloaded. This is shown in the following example.

With the filter function, you can further filter on the sample type and exclude all previously
downloaded samples. You can further "LIKE" or "DISLIKE" samples and filter accordingly. Your likes
and dislikes are stored on our server, so they won't be lost next time you start the App.
There are also quick search buttons listed for each sample, so you can quickly search related samples
according to the proposed quick-searches.
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When you found what you need, download it with the download button:

The sample will become available at the bottom of your local sample list after download, the
notification bar (swipe from the top of the screen) shows the success.
After a successful download, the download button in the list will further turn into a "Select" or
"Open" button, so you can immediately use this sample.
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Start and Endpoint Adjustments, Reversing samples
You can do some start and endpoint adjustments, reverse a sample and change its pitch and speed
by clicking on the 'Edit Wave' Icon.

TIP: Before doing so, make sure that your slot is playing, and make it looped so it will repeat. So you
can directly hear your changes.

This will for example allow shortening of the sample, or reversing a cymbal, guitar or piano note:
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Effect Settings for Patterns and Samples
For each Slot sample (which is either a pattern or a sample), you can modify sound by applying some
effects to it. To do so, click on the FX button for a slot sample:

On the next screen you can then activate and adjust each of the effect settings (Tip: Make sure that
your Slot plays, when you navigate to the settings, so a change in the settings becomes audible
immediately):
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If you have multiple slots in different parts, which use the same instrument or the same sample, you
can further apply these settings to ALL of these slots in your project. (E.g. you change the sound of
the E-Bass in your project for one pattern and you want to apply this sound to all patterns using the
E-Bass).

Volume and Balance Automation
For volume and balance automation of slot samples and patterns you click on the list entry in the
slot samples list or on the icon for loop behavior. But you can also use the Wave Edit icon like in the
previous chapter, the volume and balance controls are shown in both screens.
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Hit on of the automate buttons, if you want to automate. In this example we want to automate
balance:

So in this example you see we have drawn a curve for volume from silent to loud to silen, it should be
one bar and it should be looped, which means that the automation will repeat from its beginning
after one bar. If you uncheck the looped checkbox, the automation will only take place one time and
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leave the balance settings where they were at the end of the curve, until the slot is stopped and
started again.

Enhancing Slots with additional samples
The advantage of uFXloops is that one single slot may contain many samples and patterns. To do so,
we just long-click on a non-empty slot (even while the soundboard is playing, -> choose Tool mode),
and select 'Edit Slot Samples'.
Then again click the +Sample option and search and select a sample.

Adjusting Loop Behavior
To adjust the loop behavior for a slot sample in the slot samples list, just click the loop behavior icon.
Or just click the list entry. Now you can adjust the loop behavior. Usually for an uplifter there is not
much to do, but for shorter percussive samples, you can arrange a nice effect loop by repeating the
sample in short intervals. This is actually a good simple replacement for a full instrument played in
the pattern editor.
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Adjusting Pitch And Speed
You can also adjust pitch and speed on the loop behavior screen, that can generate some very nice
effects, when you duplicate the sample slot sample, and have it played with different pitch and / or
speed settings and different loop behaviors.

Playing / Slot Mixing / Editing
To play your slots, just click them, then hit play. You can also click on the 'Music' Button first, this will
leave the 'Tool' mode. The advantage while playing is: when long-clicking on a slot, you will see the
mixer overlay. In tool mode you will always get the context menu to edit or manipulate the slots.
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Long-Click on a Slot in Music Mode while playing:

And get the Mixer Overlay where you can also switch to Edit Slot Samples:
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When you select the Tool Mode, you will get the context menu when long-clicking on a slot:

To see the mixer overlay in tool mode, you can pick the first entry of that context menu.
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Assigning Track Numbers
When editing a slot, you can assign an optional track number. For example this has been done in the
living on mars demo, e.g. for the intro and the drums and breaks slot:

The same track number means, that only one of these slots can play at the same time.
This means for two looped slots with the same track number:
If one is playing and you press the other, the first one will be automatically dequeued.
For a looped slot and a non-looped slot there is an even cooler feature:
If the looped slot is playing and you click the non-looped (=one shot) slot, the looped slot will be
muted for the time where the non-looped slot is playing (e.g. a drums break), but it will not be
dequeued. So it will be unmuted again when the non-looped slot finished.
This allows you to build loopable beats and having a one-shot 'break' slot with a drum break (e.g.
one bar long).
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Sequenced Slots
You can also combine such a drum pattern slot with a sequenced break slot,
allowing you to put several one-bar breaks in a single slot.

Copying / Pasting / Moving / Merging a Slot
To copy a slot into the clipboard you can select 'Copy Slot' from the Context Menu. When you longclick on an empty slot, you can paste the previously copied slot:
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By doing so you can duplicate the whole slot with all its slot samples and settings, and then e.g.
adopt the patterns slightly by octaving up, changing instruments and volume levels. This is very
convenient.
You can also move a slot to a different position.
And you can merge a slot into another slot. Then all slot samples of the slot to be merged will be
moved into the target slot.

Editing Part Name / Copying / Moving Parts
By long-clicking on an existing part button (<initial> in this example), you can edit, copy or move the
part. The Edit Part function is also shown when clicking on the BPM button.
The "Copy Part" function from the context-menu is very powerful. It allows you to copy a part into
the clipboard and paste it in another project.
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On this screen you see what can be adjusted when clicking the BPM button or long-clicking the part
button and choosing edit:

The new shuffle mode feature also allows you to shuffle the beat of the part. This will however only
work for pattern based slots, not for audio sample loops.
you can get a nice shuffle feeling for all pattern based slots by enabling shuffle mode, e.g. with an
offbeat percentage of 66%.
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By copying a part into the clipboard, you are able to copy a whole part into another project. Just
long-click on an empty part button in the other project then to get the option to paste the part.

Creating a new Part
When clicking on Part 2 in our current example project, which is still an empty part, you will be asked
for a part name and the options for creation. uFXloops proposes to copy all slots as most
arrangements might reuse some patterns and instruments in the new part:
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MIDI
uFXloops provides the following MIDI functions:
- Import a MIDI file (with track / channel /startbar selection) in the pattern editor
- Export a pattern to MIDI (Premium)
- Export all patterns of a project to MIDI

Importing MIDI
MIDI import is done in either the drums/percussive or the melodic pattern editor. uFXloops comes
with 100 MIDI example files you can choose from. But you can also select your own MIDI files or you
use MIDI files downloaded from open sites like freemidi.org.
In the pattern editor click on 'Load', this will show a dialog.
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After pressing ok, you navigate to the MIDI file selector. You can browse through directories. The
default directory for the first time is the 'examples' directory where you find 100 popular example
songs as MIDI files:

You can directly listen to these songs. Once you found your favorite, just pick it with the select
button. On the next screen you will either see a track selection in case the MIDI file contains multiple
tracks, or you will directly see a channel selection (if their are multiple channels):
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Again, you can now listen to each track / channel of the MIDI file.
Once you picked a track, the next screen will be the import screen which might look like this if
multiple channels are contained. If there's only one channel, you might not see the channel selector
bar.
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Again, you might want to listen to each channel of the selected file. Every time you switch a channel
and press play, the startbar is recalculated and the play button will play the contents of that channel
only.
After pressing 'Import', the MIDI pattern will be imported into the pattern editor.
HINT: for drums patterns import, please keep in mind, that channel 10 is reserved for
drums/percussion, so you will find these MIDI patterns always on channel 10.
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Exporting MIDI
As a Premium user you can export single patterns or projects to MIDI.
To export a single pattern in the pattern editor, please save the pattern first.
Then press 'As Template' and your MIDI pattern is saved in
/uFXloops/midi/savedfiles/<patternname>.mid
To export all patterns of your project, long-click on a project in the project list and choose option
"Export MIDI". You see a confirmation dialog where you can press "OK". The project is then exported
as MIDI to /uFXloops/export/midi.
A subdirectory has been made for the project, and a midifile has been created per project part.
Drums and percussion patterns are automatically mapped to MIDI channel 10, and for melodic
patterns an individual channel per instrument is created. Each slot button is created as an individual
MIDI track.
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Creating your own samples
You can create your own samples in uFXloops in different ways:
•
•

You can import them in various formats (wav, mp3, ogg, aif)
You can audio-record them

Both is done in the Sample Editor. To get there click on Samples, then on New Sample:

Importing a sample
In the Sample Editor, click import. This will bring you to the File Chooser. Select your directory
containing your samples. All samples with wav, mp3, ogg, aif ending will be found. You can prelisten
to all samples, select one and press the select button then.
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Note: Some files cannot be played in the file chooser list sometimes. The Android Media Player has
problems especially with .wav files that are not 16bit stereo. The uFXloops Import function however
can import them and then you can listen to them in the Sample Editor.

The import dialog will then ask you how to import that. It is recommended to choose a mono import
where possible because it saves a lot of memory later. You can also adjust the import positions (in
seconds) but you don't need to do that for shorter samples as you can still cut start and end points in
the sample editor.
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Editing a Sample
Once it is imported, used the functions of the sample editor to cut it like you want:
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Before saving your sample in the Sample Data Tab, it is quite important to maintain the sample type
via the drop down:

uFXloops will behave differently dependent on Sample Type!
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If the sample type is Loop, the sample must have a BPM and a correct number of bars. And the bpm
must fit. In this case you should enable the click and the looped checkbox, play the sample and see if
the loop 'works'. You can further use the 'Select' button to select exactly the number of bars that you
entered via the wheel, according to the bpm that you entered via the wheel. A good loop is mostly a
bit longer than that, as some reverb or other fx may be given at the end of the loop. uFXloops will
later time-stretch this sample according to playback speed.
If the sample type is FX or voice, there is nothing special to consider. The sample will always be
played as is. However you can adjust pitch and speed in the slotsamples list as seen in the previous
chapters.
If the sample type is percussive, you should also maintain the percussive note name in the Sample
Data Tab as shown here:
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If the sample type is melodic, you should also maintain the melodic note name in the Sample Data
Tab as shown here:

The reason is: if you later build instruments with these samples, it becomes a lot easier for you.
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You further can assign a good description and categories to the sample before you finally save it:
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Recording Voice / Other

Your own recording is done by hitting the Record button in the Sample Editor. uFXloops starts the
recording immediately and stops the recording when you press stop. Afterwards you have the same
edit options as with an imported sample.
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Uploading a Sample
When you want to share your sample with the community, you also have to maintain the sample
source. You will see this button after the sample has been saved. Click on it, and you can maintain
the source:

To be able to upload it to the community, the sample should have one of the commons licenses, that
you may provide if you're the author or if you know the author and this author has provided this
license. Further you need to check the Sample Clearance checkbox. This will enable the upload
button - when you are a registered user!
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Creating your own instruments
You can create your own percussive and melodic instruments with uFXloops.
Both is done by clicking on Instruments on the main screen, and then choosing the type of
Instrument that you want to create (Drums, Percussive or Melodic). When this is done, press "New
Instrument". You can also edit the existing instruments but we strongly recommend to make a copy
of the instrument first, by long-clicking on the instrument:

As instruments are based on samples, you should already have your samples ready that you want to
use for your new instrument.

Creating a new Drumset / Percussion Set
After selection Drums or Percussion and clicking on "New Instrument", you see a popup asking for an
instrument name and description. Just enter something useful here and press ok:
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The next screen is the place where you assign samples to the percussive notes of a drumset or
percussion set. For each note, you can assign two samples. You can assign the second sample by
pressing the "Accented" switch button.
you do not need to assign all notes - and you do not need to assign accented notes at all. Later the
pattern editor will show, which notes can be played.
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Click on Select to select a sample for this note and you will be guided to the Sample Chooser. Here
you can pick a local sample for the note, or you can again use the community search to find a good
one:
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Once you selected a sample, you're back in the instrument note list and see the assigned sample. You
can now further fine-tune volume, balance and pitch of the note:

Do this for all notes you want to play with this instrument and then try your instrument in your
project, by creating a new pattern with it or by assigning this instrument to an existing slot samplepattern.
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Creating a new Melodic Instrument
Creating melodic instruments is a bit harder to do, as you have to be prepared with the right samples
that form a scale of notes for this instrument. E.g. if you want to build a new piano, you should have
enough samples ready to be used to build up to 5 octaves of notes. However uFXloops allows to use
a single note for a complete note range and pitches it up or down. It only depends on the type of
instrument if it still sounds good then. A natural instrument like a piano needs samples for at least
every second white key, otherwise it does not sound good at all.
So before you create your own instrument, have a look at the organ3vib instrument, which is built
that way.
Please note: when you build a melodic instrument, take care that you build continuous, nonoverlapping note ranges like shown on the next picture:
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You see how the rootkey note C1 is set up:
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For some melodic instruments it is not necessary to make them looped. E.g. for a bass instrument
playing short bass notes. Or for vibes which should be played sustained. Some instruments especially
loop very badly. Lead synths, pads and so on are however absolutely great for looping.
When you set up the note range, click on the buttons for note range from, note range to. A scrollable
piano roll lets you then select the appropriate note:
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Settings
Finally these are the current settings in uFXloops, reachable via the Tool Icon on the upper right of
the main screen. Most notable: Performance settings and Behavior settings.

The performance settings allow adjustments that affect performance. If you have a Premium account
for example, you can activate the HQ Audio mode which enables full CD quality (at the cost of
performance, so you should have at least a dual core processor with 1,5Ghz):
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The behavior settings might be of special interest for users who are annoyed by the start jingle or
who need an earlier part switch during live playing. Further the community functions can be disabled
when only a mobile network is available, the remember login function can be disabled, however you
have to know your password then, and the Kitkat Immersive Mode (which hides the navigation bar
on some screens), can be disabled.
Further you can disable the sound cache loading, if you want to save disk space. And you can switch
off the custom font and return to the system font used in version 1.x.
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Further information
Please have a look from time to time on our Youtube Channel. Especially there are new showcases
showing some functions live. And of course you find the four getting started videos there:
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKtnRmJtCy6sOatY9o-sHIQ
And of course you find the latest information on our homepage https://www.ufxloops.com.
If you have comments, questions, feedback, please post in the forum
https://www.ufxloops.com/forum
We're also on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ufxloops
And on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/ufxloops
And on Tumblr:
http://ufxloops.tumblr.com/
And our latest songs produced with uFXloops are downloadable on Soundcloud:
https://soundcloud.com/ufxloops
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